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ABOUT US
Sandwich & Food To Go News magazine is the only 
UK trade publication totally dedicated to the sandwich 
and food to go sector and an acknowledged source of 
information and data! We’re the fi rst port of call for anyone 
wanting to know anything about the industry. 

A long-established and authoritative title – we’ve been 
going for 30 years – we are also the voice of the British 
Sandwich & Food to Go Association. 

We know all the players and have established relationships 
at all levels with buyers, suppliers and management. 

The bi-monthly magazine includes regular profi les on 
outstanding outlets and individuals, case studies and 
dedicated sections for all aspects of the sandwich and 
food to go business, as well as pages devoted to new 
product developments. 

Association activities are covered comprehensively, 
alongside news and trade activity. We include extensive 
coverage of our own prestigious BSA Sammies Awards in 
the July issue every year, as well as the Sandwich Designer 
of the Year competition and regular events such as the 
British Sandwich & Food to Go Association Annual General 
Meeting and technical committees.  

It is a ‘must-read’ for those needing to keep up with 
legislation connected with all aspects of the industry. 
Sandwich & Food to Go News refl ects the growing 
popularity of sandwiches and food to go around the globe.
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Sustainable 
food-to-go packaging 

fit for a king

We prioritise 
environmental 
sustainability and 
minimising our impact 
on the planet in all 
business decisions. 
Long live our planet.

waddingtoneurope.com
info@waddingtoneurope.com
+44 (0) 1278 410160
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Tel: 01992 307 627
www.thegrumpypigs.co.uk

COME AND SEE WHATS
COOKING AT THE IFE 2023

Tel: 01992 307 627
www.thegrumpypigs.co.uk

COME AND SEE WHATSCOME AND SEE WHATSCOME AND SEE WHATS

EAT HAPPY
EAT GRUMPY

COME AND SEE WHATS
COOKING AT THE IFE 2023
COME AND SEE WHATS

FOR MORE INFO FIND GRUMPY INSIDE
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NEW SIZE STAGIONE
®

Recyclable food packaging has never looked so good or been so versatile.
Our new 1000ml Stagione® square base gives the range fourteen base variations. 
Base and lid options for chilled food, hot hold, microwave and even oven use.

Visit: www.colpacpackaging.com/stagione
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FEATURES LIST 2024
February Issue 209
SPECIAL: Vegetarian, vegan, plant-based
	● Sector trends and new products
	● Profiles/Q&A/Interviews
	● Next generation, outlook for the coming year

FOCUS: Vending/vending machines – business trends, tech, future

EXCLUSIVE: Seafood, sushi & FTG fillings – consumer demand, NPD

INSIGHT: AI – robotics, automation, machinery developments 

Editorial deadline: 16/1/24
Advertising deadline: 19/1/24
Publication date: 1/2/24

March Issue 210
SPECIAL: Packaging
	● Environment/eco responsibility      
	● New developments, innovation, campaigns              
	● Profiles, thought leadership, Q&A.      

FOCUS: Meat products – category development, flavours,  
quality ingredients, consumer demand, innovation

PREVIEW: Food & Drink Expo

INSIGHT: Snacks and impulse items – FTG trends, meal deals, 
healthier quick bites    

Editorial deadline: 5/3/24
Advertising deadline: 8/3/24
Publication date: 21/3/24

May Issue 211
SPECIAL: Hygiene 

	● Cleaning products, developments, sustainability 

	● Advice/Q&A/thought leadership/profiles

	● Good practice, focus on legislation

FOCUS: Breakfast – market analysis and consumer demand,  
all-day breakfast, meal deals, convenience, healthy options

EXCLUSIVE: Food to go – pasta salads, festival prep, street food, 
international cuisine 

Editorial deadline: 16/4/24
Advertising deadline: 19/4/24
Publication date: 2/5/24

July Issue 212
PREVIEW: lunch! show (part one)

SPECIAL: Environmental 
	● Market-leading packaging, biodegradable products, waste 

disposal, labelling
	● Case studies/thought leadership/profiles
	● Challenges for the sector – how 2024 has shaped up so far

FOCUS: Sauces & condiments – oil alternatives, NPD,  
healthy options, chutneys, ketchup, etc

INSIGHT: Drinks to go – water, soft drinks, NPD, flavours, trends

Editorial deadline: 18/6/24
Advertising deadline: 21/6/24
Publication date: 4/7/24

September Issue 213
PREVIEW: lunch! show (part two)

SPECIAL: Breads – bakery market
	● Purchasing decisions and differentiation
	● Product variety (loaves, wraps, naans, pitta,  

muffins, bloomers, global flavours)
	● Convenience options – for the consumer and operator/

manufacturer

FOCUS: Cheese – sector profiles/toppings & fillings/serving 
options/sustainability

INSIGHT: Packaging legislation – govt response, business  
outlook going forward, key industry advice

Editorial deadline: 27/8/24
Advertising deadline: 30/8/24
Publication date: 11/9/24

November Issue 214
SPECIAL: Food to go future
	● Plans for high-street chains & independents, with review of 2024
	● Products, market insights, evolving consumer demand

FOCUS: Seasonal/festive fare, trends and NPD

INSIGHT: Shopfitting – counter display, equipment, display 
technology, case studies

PREVIEW: Veganuary 2025 

Editorial deadline: 29/10/24
Advertising deadline: 31/10/24
Publication date: 14/11/24
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ALTERNATIVE CARRIERS
The UK bakery market is worth an estimated £5 billion, with 
a total volume of approximately just under four billion units 
– the equivalent of 11 million loaves and packs sold every 
single day. And according to statistics from Mintel, bread 
sales are expected to grow by 12% over the next four years, 
with an increasing consumer interest in trying new flavours.

So, in such a competitive marketplace, standing out from 
the crowd is imperative. In response, the key players are 
delivering authenticity, with an eye on the international. 

Consumers are looking for speed and convenience 
across Out of Home (OOH) choices – both on-premises  
and on the go. The cost of living crisis is continuing to 
influence food and drink purchasing decisions, with an 
increased scrutiny of value. This is specifically helping one 

A whole 
new world

From wraps to naans, pittas and Lotus 
muffins, breads are now a global 
cuisine – offering versatility and 
divinely eclectic flavours.

BREAD
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practical and tasty bread offering: 
the wrap.

“The low-ticket nature of 
menu items like wraps means 
this category is well-placed,” said 
Julie Stevens, head of marketing 
UK & Ireland, Mission Foods. 
“Alternative carriers – such 
as wraps, naans, pittas and 
flatbreads – lend themselves 
well to a range of global cuisines, 
including Asian, Mediterranean, 
Middle Eastern, Mexican and 
American. This offers consumers 
the sense of discovery they crave.” 

Further Mintel research 
shows ‘ease of eating’ as the 
sixth-biggest consideration 
for bread and baked goods. 
Consumer testing shows that 
Mission Foods’ wraps and pittas 
score highly on this, as well as 
versatility. “The past few years 
have seen UK consumer tastes 
evolving, with demand growing 
for world cuisines offering bigger, 
bolder and more exotic flavours,” 
continued Stevens. “We have 
also seen an increase in interest 
in contemporary fusion-inspired 
offerings, which allow operators 
to deliver a diverse range and 
exciting options.”

So, what are future menus 
likely to look like?

“There needs to be new 
and differentiated products, to 
engage with consumers through 
an innovative offering. Thinking 
creatively and refreshing 
menus is a sure way of keeping 
customers coming back. One 
example is tapping into the 
ongoing trend for sourdough 
products. 

“Mission’s new Sourdough 
Pitta is an ideal carrier for dishes 
with bigger, bolder, more exotic 
flavours. Scoring highly for taste, 
versatility and ease of eating, as 
well as its ability to hold fillings, 
the new launch is the perfect 
choice for both eat-in and 
takeaway options.

“In addition to our iconic 
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 The new Cambro CamShelving 
universal storage rack introduced 
by FEM (Foodservice Equipment 
Marketing) claims to take product 
organisation to a whole new level. 
It makes it easy to create individual 
storage sections with rail panels to 

hold pans, trays, boxes and more.
It’s functional and � exible, 

transforming gaps of wasted space 
into easy-access, vertical product 
storage and is suitable for foodstu� s 
and non-foodstu� s alike. You can 
create convenient ‘drawer’ storage 
for frequently-accessed products 
and ingredients, allowing users to 
customise storage.

Easy to assemble, the racks are built 
to withstand temperatures from 4.5°C 
to 177°C. Each rail set can hold up to 
13.6kg, giving a maximum of 54.4kg 
per storage section. There are seven 
rails per panel, which are double-sided 
with a 51cm rail spacing. All parts are 
dishwasher-safe and will never rust.

The starter kit comprises two rail 

panels, eight-panel bracket sets, 
eight traverse brackets and eight 
stainless steel hex head bolts. For 
those wanting more storage, there 
is an add-on kit of one rail panel, 
four panel bracket sets, four traverse 
brackets and four bolts. Both starter 
and add-on universal storage racks are 
available for all shelving ranges: Basics 
Plus, Elements and Premium. The 
shelving unit and universal storage 
system are sold separately. 

All Cambro Camshelving is covered 
by a one-year warranty, with a lifetime 
guarantee against rust and corrosion. 
List price starts at £98.10 for the Basics 
Plus starter kit for 610mm shelving. 

Email sales@fem.co.uk or visit fem.co.uk.

So� -drink season gains momentum with two launches, gravy granules are right 
on time for Christmas and new storage o� ers a� ractive � exibility. 

Purity Soft Drinks, makers of Juice Burst and � re� y, is 
expanding its range through the launch of Juice Burst 
Peach Ice Tea. This latest innovation has rolled out across 
the grocery, convenience and licensed channels.

The NPD comes o�  the back of positive numbers 
for Purity Soft Drinks. It is the fastest-growing manufacturer 
in the Top 20 soft drink manufacturers in volume and has 
witnessed value growth of 33.4% year on year*. 

Peach Ice Tea presents a unique choice for those 
consumers seeking healthier ways to enjoy the on-trend 
‘ice tea’ taste. It’s a refreshingly sweet blend of peach 
juice and black tea � avouring, o� ering shoppers a fully 
permissible juice drink option, which is both HFSS- and 
schools-compliant. 

Sarah Baldwin, CEO of Purity Soft Drinks Ltd, 
commented: “Our mission is to deliver natural refreshment 
for everyone, in every drop. That’s the Purity Promise, and 
the introduction of Juice Burst Peach Ice Tea is very much a 
part of this.

“On-the-go soft drinks are currently growing twice as 
fast as the total category.  As we approach the ‘Back to 
School’ season, retailers have a clear opportunity to tap into 
those occasions. The launch of Juice Burst Ice Tea 

aims to have strong appeal with 
younger consumers, by o� ering a 
healthier, great-tasting, permissible 
juice drink option which puts a fruity 
twist on a current and on-trend 
� avour pro� le.”

Alongside every Juice Burst drink, 
Peach Ice Tea provides consumers with 
one of their � ve a day, with no added 
sugar, arti� cial � avours or sweeteners. 
The 330ml bottles are made with 30% 
recycled plastic and comprise a fully 
recyclable bottle, cap and label. 

Juice Burst Peach Ice Tea is 
available in a 330ml bottle format at 
an RRP of £1.29. 

Supported by a disruptive, national 
OOH and digital marketing campaign, 
the Juice Burst brand has been 
kept front of mind with consumers 
throughout the summer.

*IRI EXT Marketplace | Data 16.04.23

Purity Ice Tea is a Peach

New level of storage with CamShelving
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Leading manufacturer 
of catering pre-mixes, 
Middleton Foods, has 
extended its range of 
gravy products with the 
launch of Gluten Free 
Fine Gravy Granules 
into the UK foodservice 
arena. Ideal for Christmas 
menus, it’s a well-
balanced savoury mix 
and innovative addition 
to the existing range of 
best-selling gravies.

Created with ease of use in mind, this premium quality, 
savoury gravy is made simply by adding water. The 
unique super-� ne granules allow it to dissolve quicker, 
saving time in the kitchen and ensuring consistency. With 
a recommended 75g of powder to be mixed with one 
litre of boiling water, it is straightforward for caterers to 
produce perfectly smooth gravy in volume – ideal for busy 
sites catering for large numbers, especially at the most 
demanding time of year.

It comprises a blend of onion, tomato and carrot 
� avourings, balanced with herbs and spices. Suitable for 
vegans and vegetarians, this versatile gravy complements 
a wide range of menu choices, including chargrilled king 
oyster mushrooms and sweet potato wellington.

Allergen free and certi� ed as gluten free by Coelica 
UK, new Fine Gravy Granules can be used by caterers 
in complete con� dence that it’s suitable for any 
meal, regardless of alternative and specialist dietary 
requirements. Each 3kg tub makes approximately 43l 
of gravy. 

As a dedicated gluten-free factory, there is no risk of 
cross-contamination and consumers can have the utmost 
con� dence in Middleton Foods, as its production facility 
has achieved the highest possible AA+ certi� cation for both 
the Gluten Free Certi� cation Program (GFCP) Audits for 
Food Safety and the BRC Global Standards (BRCGS).

To � nd out more, visit middletonfoods.com.

After teasing a tropical � avour across its social channels, 
Cawston Press has launched the limited edition, 
sparkling Pineapple & Grapefruit. The classic Caribbean 
recipe is made the Cawston way, with no added sugar or 
sweeteners, and ’No Jiggery Pokery’. 

Earlier this year, a voting poll went live across Cawston 
Press’ social channels to test the demand for a teased 
tropical � avour. Following an overwhelmingly positive 
response from consumers, the brand set to work on 
making it a reality. 

Sparkling Pineapple & Grapefruit o� ers a blend of not 
from concentrate pineapple and grapefruit juice, using 
just apple juice to sweeten. Cawston Press soft drinks are 
made with pressed fruit, no added sugar, no sweeteners, 
and not from concentrate (being the number one 
‘Not From Concentrate’ brand in the category), which 
Cawston Press calls No Jiggery Pokery. 

The product arrival follows an announcement from 
The World Health Organization (WHO) warning people 
against the use of non-sugar sweeteners. 

Instead, WHO recommended consuming food with 
naturally occurring sugars such as fruit, or unsweetened 
food and beverages, which is exactly what Cawston Press 
o� ers with its new Sparkling Pineapple & Grapefruit, at 
only 92 calories per drink. All of its products strictly avoid 
high-intensity sweeteners such as aspartame. 

It joins the popular Sparkling Juice Drink range, 
including � avours Rhubarb, Cloudy Apple, Elder� ower 
Lemonade, Ginger Beer and Orange. Using only the 
� nest ingredients, the fruits are pressed into sparkling 
water and packed into 100% recycled cans. One case of 
12 cans, RRP £20. 

Available to purchase, while stocks last, at amazon.co.uk 
and cawstonpress.com. 

Cawston’s pineapple 
Caribbean adventure 

Di� erent gravy

Do you want to feature 
in MARKETPLACE?
Contact Alex Bell
alex@jandmgroup.co.uk

MARKETPLACE
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For more information contact:
Alex Bell, Editor - alex@jandmgroup.co.uk
Paul Steer, Advertising - paul@jandmgroup.co.uk 

SANDWICH & FOOD TO GO INDUSTRY AWARDS

All dates correct at time of going to press. 
For the most up-to-date information, visit sandwichandfoodtogonews.co.uk
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We offer a standard banner size at 300pixels by 250pixels width. 
Please contact Paul Steer for other options.

We also produce a monthly new products/events e-letter at the 
end of each month called The Sandwich Round at £100 per 
release/pic/link circa 100 words editorial.

Solus HTMLs are also available and sent to circa 7,000 email 
recipients. Availability is limited so pre-booking is recommended. 
Prices start from £250 per solus HTML.
We can embed videos-links and similar to the digital version 
(contact Paul Steer for more details)

The magazine is distributed to over 10,000 people within 
the industry, including British Sandwich & Food To Go 
Association members such as Greencore, WH Smith and 
Greggs. We also mail out to non-BSA members, including 
independent sandwich bars and retailers. The circulation 
is created by subscriptions, targeted promotional activity 
and BSA membership, offering a diverse readership. The 
magazine is also distributed to events throughout the year, 
including the Sammies, lunch! and FoodEx. It is also emailed 
out on each publication date to over 10,000 email contacts 
within the industry.

DISTRIBUTION

DIGITAL ADVERTISING
www.sandwich.org.uk – the home of the 
British Sandwich & Food to Go Association – is the UK’s 
leading online resource for the sandwich industry.
Whether searching for a new supplier, technical advice or 
the latest industry trends, an average of 7,500 unique visitors 
come to the site each month.
With around 20,000 page views delivered each month, 
advertising across the site provides excellent brand exposure, 
while specifi cally targeted ads – for example, a mayonnaise 
supplier with a banner ad on the ‘Dressings, Sauces and 
Mayonnaise’ directory page – can achieve click-through 
rates as high as 22%.
Analysis of our visitor behaviour suggests that most are 
sandwich industry professionals and our supplier directory 

is one of the most popular destinations on the site. In other 
words, many of those who come to the site are looking for 
products or services, so advertising with us gives you the 
opportunity to directly reach potential customers. 
There are a number of packages we can offer, so get in touch 
to take advantage of online marketing opportunities with us.
In 2020, we launched a brand new magazine website – 
www.sandwichandfoodtogonews.co.uk  
This offers access to our extensive library of back issues, 
all password-free, together with news, advice, a dedicated 
sandwich recipe section and the digital version of our annual 
Suppliers Directory.
The online version of each issue includes the opportunity to 
have hyperlinks from each advert.

THE RIGHT CHOICES
Whether it’s Paul Newman, Ed Sheeran 
or Heinz behind the product, the 
condiments and sauces market is 
simply irresistible. However, with 
consumers increasingly concerned 
about sourcing, sustainability and 
dietary choices, the traditional 
additions to commercial sandwiches 
and food to go could well be due  
a makeover. 

Although a seemingly obvious 
way to bring healthy improvements 
to the nutritional column, as well as 
introducing flavours to customers, 
many of the major condiment 
suppliers have yet to embrace the idea 
of rethinking their offering from this 
fresh perspective. It’s primarily new 
kids on the block in the consumer 
sector leading the way. And the eye-
watering numbers cannot be ignored. 

“Sauces and condiments are staple 
ingredients in the chef’s pantry today, 
with sales standing at £767 million 

[Kantar, 2022],” according to Rachel 
Shoosmith, Creative Foods’ marketing 
manager – a business with years of 
experience, bringing high-quality own 
label, bespoke and branded products 
to retail, foodservice, wholesale and 
b2b customers. 

“The hot sauce category has seen 
volume growth of 6% over the past 
five years [IRI, Feb 2022]. It’s certainly 
an area for caterers to focus on.” 

But what is also 
inescapable is Britain’s 
health crisis, with the 
third-highest obesity 
rate in Europe, behind 
only Malta and Turkey – 
and almost one in three 
adults now classified as 
clinically obese [Institute 
for Government]. At the 
heart of the issue are the 
so-called ultra-processed 
foods – many a sauce and 
condiment included – 

which experts believe are contributing 
to the problem. 

It’s in this vice-like squeeze 
between government and expert 
pressure, and consumer taste and 
desire, that opportunities for new 
sources for our sauces can be found. 
There are lessons here, if only visible  
in the direct-to-consumer sector of 
the market. 

health
Sauce 

They’re a key accompaniment for 
sandwiches, food to go and so 
much more. But could a wholesome 
approach to condiment and sauce 
ingredients help with health?

of good
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DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD
Type area = 260 x 385mm
Bleed = 303 x 426mm
Trim = 297 x 420mm

FULL PAGE
Type area = 260 x 182mm
Bleed = 303 x 216mm
Trim = 297 x 210mm

THIRD PAGE VERTICAL
Bleed = 73 x 303mm
Trim = 70 x 297mm

HALF PAGE HORIZONTAL 
130 x 180mm

HALF PAGE VERTICAL
247mm x 86mm

QUARTER PAGE VERTICAL
86 x 130mm

Display Advertising Rates
Front cover panel ............................. £2000
Inside front cover ............................. £1800
Outside back cover .......................... £1950
Inside back cover ............................. £1750
Double page spread ........................ £2500
Page ................................................. £1450
Half ..................................................... £875
Third vertical ....................................... £695
Quarter ............................................... £495
Tip on page ...............  Available on request

Inserts ........................  Call for more details

Classified Advertising Rates
Sixteenth Page - 

60mm high x 42 mm wide  ................ £115

Eighth Page - 

60mm high x 88mm wide .................. £215
(Discounts are applied for series bookings)

All charges are subject to VAT at the current rate.

Artwork Specification
If you are supplying your own artwork

please be sure to make note of the 

specifications below to comply with our 

standards.

1.  High resolution (300dpi images) PDF 
 press ready

2.  3mm bleed on Full Page advertisements

3. All fonts to be embedded or converted 

to outlines

Please contact Paul Steer 
if you require information on any 
advertising formats/requirements 

which are not listed 
paul@jandmgroup.co.uk 

(01291) 636342

LOWER PRICE POINTS
As another distinctly lacklustre British summer fades into 
memory and temperatures fall, operators in the hot food 
sector are more fi nely attuned to customer expectations. 
While clear behavioural patterns are somewhat diffi  cult to 
predict post-Covid, quality and cost are front and centre.

Figures from Mealtrak tell us that the food to go (FTG) 
sector overall is proving fairly resilient to the cost of living 
crisis, with the market down 2% in terms of occasions and 
up 6% by value (refl ecting the impact of infl ation), over the 
52-week period to 10 July 2023. 

The winners are multiples and discounters, who are 
leading the way and seeing 20%+ value growth, probably 

driven by lower price points and strong value propositions. 
Across FTG as a whole, including QSRs and coff ee shops, 
hot food and drink accounts for just over half of total sales 
by value (52%) and, with growth in line with the market at 
4.5%, this is largely unchanged compared with last year. 

But one key trend is that while hot food sales are holding 
up well, hot drinks are feeling the pressure – perhaps 
because they are a more discretionary purchase and easier 
for consumers to cut back on. In coff ee shops, in particular, 
sales of hot food have impressed, up 17% (especially hot 
sandwiches +29%), while a fall in hot drink sales has held 
back overall growth to 3.5%. In QSRs, where hot food and 
drink accounts for over 80% of sales, performance has 
been weak across the board (+1% value), but hot food 
has held up better (+3%) than hot drinks, which have 
underperformed at -9%. 

Success in multiples has been driven by ambient FTG 
and consumer uptake of meal deals. The clear message is 
to ignore the hot food option at your peril. 

DAYTIME SENSITIVE
The experts at Lumina Intelligence highlight that more 
people are having eating and drinking out occasions, but 
are doing so less frequently. Its recent Eating and Drinking 
Out Panel revealed that while the dinner day part has seen 
a decline in occasion share, there’s been a recovery in day 
part occasions – directly aff ecting FTG. While the restaurant 
channel continues to struggle, aff ordable options earlier in 
the day are on the rise. 

Taste sensations

Planet Café: Ham Hock

Finding the right combination of quality and value for money in the hot food sector is a 
challenge – but these operators are setting the standards. 
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HOT FOOD

The first and still the best.
Celebrating 10 years of our game-changing 

product at our 11th lunch! Show.

Unique technology Flexeserve SolutionMulti-award-winning
Winner of a Queen’s Award for 

Enterprise in the Innovation 
category.

Only our unique and patented hot 
air recirculation system can deliver 

true hot-holding.

Every Flexeserve customer 
receives our all-encompassing 

support on the journey to a 
successful hot food program.

Learn more at www.flexeserve.com

Meet our experts at lunch! Stand L571 
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products. The fact they can be prepared in less than two 
minutes and are customisable to individual preferences 
illustrates how the hot food sector is one of the industry’s 
most innovative.

“It’s the perfect solution for a whole range of settings, 
from hospitality to retail, travel, hotels and even student 
campuses,” continued Jackie. “Since its soft launch earlier 
this year, Planet Café is now available in more than 40 
countries. Over the past 12 months, we have seen a strong 
consumer focus on functional fresh foods – that nourish 
your body, gut and wellbeing. Within our Deli Lites range, 
we have just launched fabulous Super Salads, inspired by 
our team’s international travels. Our three new options can 
be eaten hot or cold in the upcoming autumnal months: 
Salt and Chilli Chicken; Super Grains and Greens; and 
Singapore Style Chicken Noodle. 

“Our team of highly skilled development chefs works 
hard to innovate and create new and exciting products 
before they go through our rigorous NPD process. We even 
travel on food safaris to experience authentic cuisines and 
incorporate these to create a point of diff erence. I guess this 
is one of the reasons our entire product range has been so 
successful,” concluded Jackie.   

Planet Café will be showcased at the lunch! 2023 show 
on 27-28 September at Stand L649. Check out part two of 
our preview on page 28. 
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phat
pasties

perfect for grab & gO

ideal Meal Options

phat
pies

For POS equipment and support contact:

Handmade in Cornwall
Pasties with Provenance

Deep Filled Premium Pies
Centre Plate Solutions

perfect for grab & gOgOg

Pasties with Provenance

ideal Meal OptionsOptionsO

Centre Plate Solutions

Contact
phatpasty.com

PHAT PASTY CO.
01908 217 257   
or email: phatcontroller@phatpasty.com
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J&M Group operates a strict editorial policy designed to ensure that both subscribers/readers 
and advertisers get real value from our magazines – Café Life, Sandwich & Food to Go News 
and Pizza Pasta & Italian Food Magazine. While we welcome editorial contributions, it is 
important that editorial is genuinely something that our readers want to know about.

News stories: We are keen to hear about any news 
stories, from new openings and redesigns of outlets to 
industry events, appointments and trading updates.

Product stories: If you are a supplier submitting 
product stories, these must be newsworthy in the sense 
that they represent something genuinely new. When 
submitting product stories, please email these to 
alex@jandmgroup.co.uk directly.

Advisory articles: We welcome advisory articles, but 
they must be balanced, impartial and of genuine help 
in guiding operators. Such articles should not contain 
promotional references to the author’s products, but we 
will acknowledge the contributor and where he/she is 
from in the introduction.

Opinion articles:  If you have views you would like to 
express relating to the markets we cover, we welcome 
opinion articles, but please speak to the editor about 
the subject matter before writing anything.

Profi les: Occasionally we will profi le businesses in the 
sectors we cover, but there must be a strong case for 
doing so, such as a case study showing how a new 
approach to selling products is producing real results, 
or a development that is transforming the market.

Market research: We regularly run market trend stories 
from research organisations and welcome contributions, 
provided they are based on sound research.

Paid-for advertorials: Our magazines accept paid-for 
advertorials, which will be labelled appropriately. These 
are treated as advertising spaces and negotiated with 
the magazine sales teams.

OUR EDITORIAL POLICY AND GUIDELINES

www.sandwichandfoodtogonews.co.uk


